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The Transition to Exponential Growth
There are two groupings in the world today who are planning and executing a
program for universal endless growth...the world's richest 1% and their technocratic
elite....and the other is the government of the Kingdom of God led by Jesus Christ.
Let me illustrate for you the idea of "exponential growth" so you can get a better idea
of what I am about to introduce you to. There is the often told illustration of this
called "The Legend of Paal Paysam" (Google it). Basically an old Indian proverb of
Krisha winning a chess game from the king. His winning prize was asking the king
for one grain of rice on the first square, two grains on the second, four on the third.
Which the king agreed to....only to find on the 64th square he would need to supply
210 billion tons of rice. Of such is the power of "exponential growth".
And this is the outstanding issue for the world corporate elite....and for the Church of
Jesus Christ. And as the famous line in the Highlander movie series said...."There can
be only one..."
Now let me make a confession here. Nowhere in any church eschatology that I have
studied is there any expectation of the exponential growth of the Kingdom of God.
The best they have faith for is a 1000 years of the Kingdom of God on earth. But
even in that small time frame nobody seems to have faced the problem of just 1%
compound growth over 1000 years....7 billion people X 1000 years X 1% growth = 84
trillion people. That is 10,000 times 8 billion people...or we would need 10,000 earths
of the present world population. So tell me how does Jesus sitting in Jerusalem
administer 84 trillion people?
Now in case you have missed the memo from the Lord found in Isaiah 9:6-7 endless
growth is the Kingdom agenda for not just a 1000 years but forever...
"For unto us a child is born unto us a son is given (that would be Jesus Christ) and
the government shall be upon his shoulder....and of the increase of his kingdom
and peace, there shall be no end.."
Get that? No end to the exponential growth of the Kingdom of God.
Now let me introduce you to the other group who are planning endless growth...the
world's 1% richest who as I reported last week will own at present trends 2/3ds of the
wealth of the world by 2030.
Let me clarify something here....I am not introducing to you some conspiracy theory
about the "Illuminati", or Jewish money power or Rothschild's etc. That's old money
power long ago dissipated. I am talking about the hundreds of new world billionaires
mostly in the technocratic elite and most young and all want to know how do we live
forever and how do we get to keep what we have and grow our wealth and power
exponentially into the long distant future.

This group is far more interesting to me than the old conspiracy theories simply
because they are open about what they are doing, are excited about their future, have
published their plans and programs for a transition to exponential growth and are busy
implementing it.
Why do I like this? Because they are not going to make it but they are going to hand
over all that wonderful technology and programs over to the Church of Jesus Christ so
that we can grow exponentially as God has planned for the ages. So I pay attention to
what they are doing and I am constantly analyzing what they are discovering and how
we can use that for the growth of the Kingdom of God.
Think "Days of Noah" and think 2030
Try this idea on for size. You know the well known verse that Jesus said...."As in the
days of Noah..." Well think about it for our transition to endless growth of the
Kingdom of God. Here are the key ideas....
- Noah told that there is coming a flood that will destroy his world and he needs to
transition to a new world.
- Noah took 120 years to build his transition mechanism....an ark of safety.
- he took with him all the productive assets he would need...animals two by two that
would need to reproduce for him.
Now think ahead to say 2030. The old word order is unsustainable. I am not going to
elaborate here but here are a few things that are not sustainable for much longer...
- A world economy that grows by creating more and more debt to where debt grows
exponentially.
- Critical world resources that are fast running out. We are using up the capital
resources of the world faster than they can be replenished.
- Democracy as a form of government is now becoming totally disfunctional and there
is nothing to replace it.
- Corporations are becoming more powerful than governments and national identities
are disappearing and with it the viability of the nation state.
And on and on...
Folks there is coming a flood and it is going to sweep out the old world order as we
know it. And the world 1% elite who have no loyalty to any government or nation
also know it and are busy working on their own transition to a new world order...and
by the way it does not necessarily include you.
They believe in the endless growth of their corporations and as I told you last week
they have already gotten their corporations re-classified as "persons" with all the
"human rights" that go with it...but none of the responsibilities that go with morality.
Now they have a new entity that they want to give "person" rights to...Robots!
Here is an article I read just this last week...this was the headline:

Scientists Say EU's "Robot Bill Of Rights" Would Violate
The Rights Of Humans
The decision by an influential EU Parliamentary Committee to approve what’s been
described by critics and proponents alike as a robot "bill of rights" has ignited a
fierce backlash and prompted a group of dozens of AI researchers to write a
scathing letter criticizing the EU's approach to regulating robots.
Here's more from EuroNews:
In an open letter, more than 150 experts in robotics, artificial intelligence, law,
medical science and ethics, warned the Commission against approving a proposal
that envisions a special legal status of “electronic persons” for the most
sophisticated, autonomous robots.
You see there are at least 6 billion too many people on planet earth for all their
calculations. And you do not need so many useless eaters. The technocratic elite not
only want "personhood" for their corporations but also for their robots. And by the
way everything that I have been reading on AI (artificial intelligence) says that very
soon there will be little distinction between human intelligence and AI robots. So the
world elite are already planning on a lot less humans and their problems replaced by
AI Robots who also now have "human rights" and who can be programmed to
behave.
The Kingdom Transition
But now think of this. What if the Lord has also been planning ahead for 120 years
building an ark for us. What if He not only wants us to survive the coming world that
is passing away but wants us to transition to a new world order complete with
productive assets that we will need for the endless growth of His Kingdom to take
dominion over all the works of His hand?
Consider the incredible history of the move of God from the Azusa Street revival of
1906 that started the incredible outpouring of the Holy Spirit all over the world till
today to where the evangelical charismatic movement is the dominant expression of
the Church on planet earth. Now think of the incredible parallel development of
technology that has gone along with that spiritual development.
Now consider this: The coming flood is not the destruction of the earth. The coming
flood is the glory of the Lord that will cover the earth as the waters cover the seas
(Hab 2:14, Isaiah 2) The destruction is the old world order that is built on sand and
cannot deliver the endless growth that God demands of His creation. The earth
structures in the form of the world economy and government structures cannot contain
the glory of the endless growth of God's Kingdom.
But the outpouring of the Holy Spirit all over the world is preparing a people who will
be able to re-organize the world fit for purpose....for the endless growth of the
Kingdom of God.

By 2030 I believe all the old theology that has denied the endless growth of the
Kingdom of God in this universe will have died out with the old generation. God is
raising up a new generation with a new vision to possess the Kingdom.
I want to explore this transition period in the blogs ahead. Let me tell you where I am
getting a lot of my ideas about exponential growth from and what we can adapt from
this group.
The spiritual or shall I say philosophical visionary of this group is Ayn Rand and her
two novels 'Atlas Shrugged" and "The Fountainhead". These two are the most read
novels in history by the way. This is required reading for all technocrats in Silicon
Valley and in the corporate and political corridors of power. I will be doing an
analysis of her writing and influence on the vision of the future that you will be
surprised who in the world of politics and technology are her ardent followers.
The group that is organizing the technocratic revolution is gathered around the Silicon
Valley elite and their biggest and most influential think tank "The Singularity
University". Let me tell you my honest opinion about this group....they are really
coming up with exciting ideas, technologies and visionary strategies that I believe the
church can adopt for the new transition.
There are four major books from this group that are useful for us to analyze and adapt
with a view towards re-organizing how we do Church...from Sunday meetings to
structured fellowships organized for taking dominion over all the works of God.
I will be drawing ideas from the following and adapting for Kingdom purpose:
- "The Singularity is Near" by Ray Kurzweil (author of The Age of Spiritual
Machines)
- "Exponential Organizations" By Salim Ismail (A Singularity University Book)
- "Bold" by Peter Diamandis and Steven Kotler "How to go big, create wealth and
impact the world."
- 'Abundance" by same authors..."The future is better than you think".
All these are from the Singularity University. The SU by the way is a Silicon Valley
think tank financed by the big guys of the tech world Google etc) and dedicated to
bringing the best minds of the world together to solve problems that impact a billion
people.
That by the way is where I believe the Lord wants the Church as well. We know the
root problem is spiritual....but there are also other problems that need solving. And
what is going to be disappearing by 2030 in the Church is all the excuses of why the
Church should not be involved in these problems:
- Jesus is coming so its not our problem.
- Jesus is coming to set up a restored Jewish Kingdom and then all those problems can
be addressed.
- The church in any case is going to be raptured out of here and then the antichrist is
going to take over the world.

The old generation, like the Israelites marching for 40 years in circles in the
wilderness, is in a spiritual dead end. They don't have the faith to possess the land.
They are waiting for heaven.
But I am writing this for a new generation like Joshua and Caleb who are ready to
take on the challenges of walled cities and giants in the land.
So lets spend some blogs on spying out the land that is ahead of us...the great future
that the Lord has for us. The great future of the endless exponential growth of the
Church of Jesus Christ and the ark that the Lord has prepared for us to transition us to
that new future.

